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 .This paper presents a new model: the mixed Markov decision process MDP in
a semi-Markov environment with discounted criterion. It describes a system which
behaves like a MDP except that the system is influenced by its semi-Markov
process environment. Following each state transition of the environment, the MDP
model changes among discrete time MDP, continuous time MDP, and semi-MDP.
After presenting the model, we show the validity of the optimality equation and the
existence of «-optimal policies. Finally, the mixed MDP in a Markov environment
is transformed into a discrete time MDP. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .Markov decision processes MDP have been studied well by many
authors. There are several essential models, such as discrete time MDP
 .  .DTMDP , continuous time MDP CTMDP , semi-Markov decision pro-
 . w xcesses SMDP , etc., which can be found, e.g., in Blackwell 1 , Kakumanu
w x w x2 , and Lippman 3 . But they did not consider the influence of the
environments; many systems are in stochastic environments and changing
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HU AND WANG2
the environment will change the underlying model and its parameters. So
the Markov decision processes in stochastic environments should be stud-
w xied. Hu 4]6 studied respectively CTMDP and SMDP with discounted
criterion in semi-Markov environments. In such models, there are two
state types: inner states and environment states, whose transitions are
different from each other. First, the environment states change according
to a semi-Markov process, and influence the inner states. Second, in a
given environment state, the inner states change as that in CTMDP or
SMDP, while at epochs where the environment states change, the inner
states change instantaneously. The CTMDP in a semi-Markov environ-
 .ment CTMDP-SE generalizes the usual CTMDP because there are
instantaneous and non-Markovian state transitions in CTMDP-SE, which
w xare prohibited in the usual CTMDP. It is easy to see from Hu 4, 5 that
CTMDP-SE cannot be fitted into a framework of the usual CTMDP.
 .While SMDP in a semi-Markov environment SMDP-SE may be fitted
w xinto SMDP but the Regularity Condition will not hold, see Hu 6 . In Hu
w x4]6 the validity of the optimality equations in varied models is shown.
But such optimality equations include the time variable t, which can be
deleted when the environment is Markov. Thus approximating problems
should be studied, e.g., by using phase type distribution functions to
approximate the underlying distribution functions of the semi-Markov
w xenvironment as discussed in Hu 5 .
This paper will study mixed MDP in a semi-Markov environment with
discounted criterion, which describes a system that behaves like MDP
except that the system is influenced by its environment modeled by a
semi-Markov process. Following each state transition of the environment,
the underlying MDP model, together with its parameters, may change and
an instantaneous system state transition occurs. It generalizes the usual
MDP and MDP in stochastic environments. In fact, the environment state
transition epochs are renewal while the inner state transition epochs are
no longer renewal. So the time variable t is involved in the optimality
equations. Moreover, the optimality equations consist of a set of equa-
 .  .tions, where 1 the two state transitions are involved in each equation; 2
there are two types of equations, one for nonstationary CTMDP and
another for nonstationary SMDP, which are related closely to each other.
In this paper, both the state spaces of the environment and of the MDP
are countable; the reward function is bounded.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates
precisely the model and presents several assumptions. Section 3 shows the
validity of the optimality equation and the existence of «-optimal policies,
while Section 4 discusses the Markov environment. In Section 5, an
example is given.
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2. THE MODEL
The model of the mixed MDP studied here is
K , G , MDP , k g K , pk , k g K . 1 .  .  . 4 .k
The elements above are as follows.
 .a The system's environment can be modeled by a stationary semi-
 . 4Markov process J , L , n G 0 with countable state set K s K j Kn n 1 2
 .  X < 4Xwith K l K s B. The kernel is G t s Pr J s k , D L F t J s k ,1 2 k k nq1 n n
 .  .X Xwhere L s 0, D L [ L y L . Let G t s  G t . It is assumed0 n nq1 n k k k k
 .Xthat G t , for k g K , is absolutely continuous and then its densityk k 2
 .  . X  .  .X X Xfunction g t exists and g t s G t s  g t .k k k k k k k
 . w .b In the time interval L , L , if the environment state J s kn nq1 n
 .g K , then the system can be described by a SMDP SMDP :1 k
S, A i , i g S , q k , T k , r k . 2 4 .  . .
 .Here, the state space S and the action set A i are all countable; the state
k  .transition probability is q a ; the holding time in state i before makingi j
the transition to state j is governed by the probability distribution
k < . k .T ? i, a, j ; r t, i, a is the reward received by the system at time L q tn
when the systems state i is reached just at time L q t and action a isn
taken while J s k.n
If the environment state J s k g K , then the system can be describedn 2
 .by a CTMDP CTMDP :k
S, A i , i g S , q k , r k . 3 4 .  . .
 . k  .Here, the state space S and the action set A i are all countable; q a isi j
k  .the state transition rate family. As in general, we assume that q a G 0i j
k  . k .  k . <  .4for i / j,  q a s 0, and l i [ sup yq a a g A i - ` for allj i j i i
 . k .i g S and a g A i ; r t, i, a is the reward rate received by the system at
time L q t when the systems state is i and action a is taken while J s k.n n
The detailed meaning of each element can be found, for example, in
w x w xKakumanu 2 and Hu 5 .
In order to distinguish the environment state from the elements in S, we
shall call the latter ones the inner states. The MDP model describing the
w .  .system in the time interval L , L is also denoted by MDP n .n nq1
 .  . k  . c For i, j g S, a g A i , k g K, p a [ Pr the inner state ati j
<L is j the inner state at L y 0 is i, and the last action taken beforenq1 nq1
4L is a, J s k . We assume that if L is also the state transitionnq1 n nq1
 .epoch of MDP n , only the state transition caused by the environment is
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k  .considered; i.e., the latter transition is preemptive. 1 y  p a may bej i j
positive, and can be interpreted as the probability that the system is
terminated by the environment state transition at L .nq1
 .Remark 1. 1 The reward function can be more complex, e.g., for
k .k g K , a reward r i, a, j, t is received by the system when entering i for1
occupying it until t and the next state is j, while for k g K , a reward rate2
k . k .r i, a is received; moreover, an instantaneous reward R i, a at L ynq1
0 can also be received if the state at L y 0 is i and the last actionnq1
before L is a, and J s k. But these two functions can be included innq1 n
k . w xr t, i, a as discussed in Hu 5, 6 by
`y1k k k <r t , i , a s 1 y G t q a = T ds i , a, j .  .  .  . Hk i j
0j
k= 1 y G t q s r i , a, j, s .  .k
1qs kq dG u r i , a, j, u y t .  .H k
1q
kqexp ya u y t R i , a , k g K .  . . 15
k k kr t , i , a s r i , a q R i , a g t r 1 y G t , k g K . .  .  .  .  .k k 2
 .  .  .  .2 If S and A i in 2 and 3 depend on k, all the results following
can be proved exactly.
 .  .X3 A more complex case about G t for k g K can be found ink k 2
w xHu 4 , which will make the formulae below more complex.
 .4 Because DTMDP is a special case of SMDP, we have not
considered DTMDP in the above mixed MDP model.
w .  .For k g K, t g E s 0, ` , i g S, let x s k, t, i denote that for some
n G 0 the inner state is i at L q t and J s k, t - D L . It is apparentn n n
 .  .that one can consider only those x s k, t, i with G t - 1. For conve-k
nience, x is also called a state. A history for SMDP with k g K isk 1
 .  .  ..h s k, t , i , a , s , k, t , i , a , s , . . . , k, t , i with t s t q sm 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 m m nq1 n n
 .  .and a g A i for n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , m. Here, x s k, t , i is the state ofn n n n n
the system after its nth state transition, and a , s denote respectively then n
k .action taken and the holding time at state x . Let H m be the set ofn
such h .m
k  k k .For SMDP with k g K , a policy is p s p , p , . . . , where fork 1 0 1
 . k . k < .m G 0 and h s x , a , s , . . . , x g H m , p ? h is a probabilitym 0 0 0 m m m
 .  .distribution on A i if x s k, t , i , the set of which is denoted bym m m m
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k k  k . kP . For CTMDP with k g K , a policy is p s p , t G 0 g P , wherek 2 t
k < .  .p ? i is a probability distribution on A i for t G 0 and i g S, and it ist
k < .assumed that p a i is measurable in t. We assume that measurability int
t is Lebesgue throughout the paper. We define the decision function set
k  < w .for MDP by F s f f is a function from 0, ` = S to A such thatk
 .  . 4f t, i g A i and is measurable in t for each i . Now, a policy for the
 k . k kmixed MDP is p s p , k g K with p g P for k g K, the set of which
  kis denoted by P; and we define the decision function set by F s f s f ,
. < k k 4  k .k g K f g F for k g K . f s f , k g K g F is also called a station-
ary policy. Here, the policies are restricted to be stationary in the environ-
ment state. Relaxing this restriction will only make the notations more
complex.
k  k . kNow, for each p s p g P with k g K and t G 0, we define at 2
k .  k  .. k .  k ..matrix Q p , t s q p , t and a column vector r p , t s r p , t : fori j i
i, j g S,
k k k < k k k <q p , t s q a p a i , r p , t s r t , i , a p a i . .  .  .  .  .  . i j i j t i t
 .  .agA i agA i
Obviously, the above matrix and vector depend on p only through p k.
In order to ensure that the model is well defined, we make the following
assumption.
ASSUMPTION A. For each k g K and p k g P k, there exists a unique2
k .   k . 4absolutely continuous Q p , t -process P p , s, t , 0 F s F t - ` such
 .that for 0 F s F t F u - q` where I is the unity matrix :
­
k k kP p , s, t s P p , s, t Q p , t , .  .  .
­ t
P p k , s, u s P p k , s, t P p k , t , u , .  .  .
P p k , s, s s I , P p k , s, t s 1. .  . i j
j
The above assumption holds if q k is bounded, or under the conditions
w x kpresented in Song 7 if q is unbounded.
For each p g P, the probability space under policy p can be con-
structed in an obvious way.
 .For x s k, t, i g X, suppose that the system is initially in x with
J s k, L ) t. For m G 0, if J g K , then we denote by Sm, Dm, t m the0 1 m 1 n n n
inner state, the action chosen, and the holding time in Sm, respectively,n
w .  .  . mafter nth state transition in L , q` for MDP m n G 0 . Let T s tdm 0 m0
and T m s T m q t m for n ) 0. We also denote by X the mth state ofn ny1 ny1 m
 .the type k, t, i . Denote by N the number of inner state transitions inm
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w m . L q T , L not including the state transition caused by the envi-m 0 mq1
.  4  m 4ronment . It should be noted that N G n s T - L . For conve-m n mq1
 . Jm m m m.  .nience, let r m, n s r T , S , D . If J g K , then we denote by Y tn n n m 2
 .and D t the state and the action taken at time t, respectively. Let
 . Jm  .  ..r m, t s r t y L , Y t , D t for L F t - L .m m mq1
 .Having the above preparations, we now define for p g P, x s k, t, i g
X and m G 0,
`¡ mG t E x N G n exp ya L q T y t .  .  .k p m m n
ns0
<=r m , n X s x , if J g K ,4 . 0 m 1~V p , x s .m
Lmq1 <G t E exp ya s y t r m , s ds X s x , .  .  .Hk p 0 5mL qTm 0¢ if J g K ,m 2
`
V p , x s V p , x , 4 .  .  . m
ms0
 .  .where G t s 1 y G t and a ) 0 is the given discount rate. Because ak k
 .  .is fixed, we omit it in the notation of V p , x . V p , x is the total expected
w .rewards in t, ` discounted back to time t under policy p when the initial
 .state is x s k, t, i .
 .We need some assumptions to ensure the existence of V p , x .
 .ASSUMPTION B The Regularity Condition . There exist constants u g
 .0, 1 and d ) 0 such that
G d F 1 y u , k g K , .k
k k <w xq a T 0, d i , a, j F 1 y u , i g S, a g A i , k g K . .  . . i j 1
j
w xBy Assumption B and Proposition 5-1 in Ross 8 we know that in every
finite time interval, there happen only a finite number of state transitions.
 .Moreover, for i g S, a g A i ,
`
k k <q a exp ya t T dt i , a, j F b , k g K , .  .  . Hi j 1
0j
`
exp ya t G dt F b , k g K , .  .H k
0
w  .xwhere b [s 1 y u 1 y exp yad - 1.
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k .ASSUMPTION C. r t, i, a is uniformly bounded and Lebesgue measur-
able in t.
 .This assumption ensures that V p , x exists and is uniformly bounded.
U  .   . < 4  .Let V x s sup V p , x p g P . e- optimal can be defined as usual.
3. THE OPTIMALITY EQUATION
k .  .  .  .  .For x s k, t, i g X, a g A i , we define r x, a s G t r t, i, a , andk
 . k .r p , x similar to r p , t for k g K . Let2
` tqsX k k < Xb x , a, k s q a T ds i , a, j exp ya u y t dG u . .  .  .  . .  . H Hi j k k
0 tqj
5 .
 .THEOREM 1. For x g P and x s k, t, i g X,
<V p , x s p a x .  . 0
 .agA i
= r x , a q b x , a, kX pk a V p , kX , 0, j .  .  .  . .  i j Xk j
`
k k x , a , s<q q a T ds i , a, j exp ya s V p , k , t q s, j , .  .  . .  . Hi j 50j
k g K , 6 .1
d
y V p , k , t , i s r p , k , t , i .  . .  .
dt
q q k p , t V p , k , t , j y aV p , k , t , i .  .  . .  . i j
j
q g X t pk p k , t V p , kX , 0, j , .  .  . . k k i j
Xk j
a.e. t G 0, k g K , 7 .2
x, a, s  kXU . kXU kX X kU  X X . kwhere p s p , p s p for k / k, p s p , p , . . . g P ,0 1
X < .  < .p ? h s p ? x, a, s, h , andn n nq1 n
k k k k <p p , t s p a p a i . .  .  .i j i j t
 .agA i
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 .  . w Proof. For J g K , we let R m, n s x N G n exp ya L qm 1 m m
m.x  .T r m, n , andn
<R p , x s G t E exp a t R m , n X s x , n , m G 0. 4 .  .  .  .m , n k p 0
 0 0 0 4Denote an event EV s X s x, D s a, S s i , t s s, L s u . Then,0 0 1 1 0 1
for m ) 0,
`
k k< <R p , x s p a x q a T ds i , a, i .  .  .  .  Hm , n 0 i i 11
0 . iagA i 1
`
<= dG u E exp a t R m , n EV .  .  .H k p  .tqs q
tqs k
Xq dG u p a .  . H k k i j
Xtq k j
X 1<=E exp a t R m , n EV , J s k , S s j .  .p 1 0 5
`
k k< <s p a x q a T ds i , a, i .  .  .  H0 i i 11
0 . iagA i 1
= exp ya s R p x , a , s , k , t q s, i .  . .m , n 1
tqs
Xq dG u exp ya u y t .  . .H k k
Xtq k
= pk a R p , kX , 0 j . .  . . i j my1, n 5
j
Moreover, for n ) 0,
k< <R p , x s p a x G t r t , i , a s p a x r x , a , .  .  .  .  .  . 0, 0 0 k 0
 .  .agA i agA i
`
k k< <R p , x s p a x q a T ds i , a, i .  .  .  .  H0, n 0 i i 11
0 . iagA i 1
`
<= dG u E exp a t R 0, n EV 4 .  .  .H k p
 .tqs q
`
k k< <s p a x q a T ds i , a, i .  .  .  H0 i i 11
0 . iagA i 1
= exp ya s R p x , a , s , k , t q s, i . .  . .0, ny1 1
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So noting that the interchanges of  and H below are permitted by the
.boundedness
` `
V p , x s R p , x .  .  m , n
ms0 ns0
<s p a x . 0
 .agA i
`
k k <= r x , a q q a T ds i , a, i .  .  . Hi i 11 0i1
` `
x , a , s= exp ya s R p , k , t q s, i .  . .  m , n 1
ms0 ns0
tqs
Xq dG u exp ya u y t .  . .H k k
Xtq k
` `
Xk= p a R p , k , 0, j .  . .  i j my1, n 5 5
j ms1 ns0
 .which implies the desired formula 6 .
 .For J g K , we have by the definition 4 thatm 2
` u
XV p , k , t , i s dG u E exp ya s y t .  .  .H Hk k p
Xt tk
< X= r 0, s ds X s x , J s k , L s u 4 . 0 1 1
` `
Xq dG u . H k k
Xtms1 k
1 < X= P S s j X s x , J s k , L s u 4 p 0 0 1 1
j
X= exp ya u y t V p , k , 0, j .  . .my 1
` u
Xs dG u exp ya s y t .  .H Hk k
Xt tk
= P p k , t , s r k p , s ds .  . i i i1 1
i1
` `
k k k
Xq dG u P p , t , u p p , u .  .  .   H k k i i i j1 1
Xtms1 k i j1
X= exp ya u y t V p , k , 0, j . .  . .my 1
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 .  If we define a vector function V p , k, t by its ith element being V p , k,
..t, i , then
`
k kV p , k , t s exp ya s y t P p , t , s G s r p , s ds .  .  .  .  .H k
t
`
q exp ya s y t .H
X tk
= P p k , t , s pk p k , s V p , kX , 0 dG X s . 8 .  .  .  .  .k k
 .  .Thus, 7 follows by differentiating 8 . This completes the proof.
Now, we consider the space of the objective functions. For k g K , we1
k  .   .define V to be a set of bounded real vector functions x t s x t ,i
. w . ki g S on 0, ` . For k g K , we define V to be a set of real vector2
 .   . . w .functions x t s x t, i , i g S on 0, ` satisfying the following two
conditions:
 .  .i x t, i is absolutely continuous for each i g S;
 .  . X .ii both x t, i and its derivative x t, i are uniformly bounded in
t G 0 and i g S.
 k . . < k . k 4Then, we define V s x t , k g K x t g V for k g K . It is easy
 .to see from Theorem 1 that V p g V for each p g P.
U  . UWe define operators T for f g F and T in V: for V g V andf
 .x s k, t, i g X,
¡ kr x , f x q q f x .  . .  . i j
j
`
k <= exp ya s T ds i , f x , j V k , t q s, j .  .  . .H
0
X XUk
U q b x , f x , k p f x V k , 0, j , k g K , .  .  . .  .~   i j 1T V x s .f Xk j
kr x , f x q q f x V k , t , j y aV k , t , i .  .  .  . .  . i j
j
XUk
Xq g t p f x V k , 0, j , k g K , .  .  . . k k i j 2¢ Xk j
TU x s sup TU V x . .  .f
fgF
It is easy to see that TU V, TU V g V for V g V.f
THEOREM 2. V U is the unique solution of the equation V s TU V in V.
U  . U U  .Proof. It follows from Theorem 1 that V k, t, i F T V k, t, i for
w xk g K . For k g K , one knows from Hu 9 that there is a unique1 2
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 .V# k, t, i g V such thatk
V# k , t , i s TU V# k , t , i a.e. t , i g S. 9 .  .  .
w xThus by the Exact Selection Theorem in Shreve and Bertsekas 10 , for any
give « ) 0, there is f g F such that
V U x F TU V U x F TU V U x q « , .  .  .f
x s k , t , i g X with k g K , 10 .  .1
d
XUy V# x s T V# x F T V# x q « , .  .  .fdt
x s k , t , i g X with k g K . 11 .  .2
 . U  .   ..For convenience, let W k, t, i s V k, t, i y V f , k, t, i for k g K ,1
 .  .   .. U  . U  .W k, t, i s V# k, t, i y V f , k, t, i for k g K , and W x s V x y2
 .  .V f , x for all x. Then for x s k, t, i with k g K , one gets from1
 .Theorem 1 and 10 that
W x F TU V U x q « y V f , x .  .  .f
`
k k <s q f x exp ya s T ds i , f x , j W k , t q s, j .  .  .  . .  . Hi j
0j
q b x , f x , kX pk f x W U kX , 0, j q « .  .  . .  .  i j
Xk j
s E b X , f X , kX . .f 0 0
Xk
k U X <0= p f X W k , 0, j q « X s x .  . . S j 0 0 50
j
0 <q E x N G 1 exp ya T y t W X X s x . .  . 4 .f 0 1 1 0
 .Thus, it can be proved by the induction method that for x s k, t, i with
k g K ,1
N
0W x F E x N G n exp ya T y t .  .  . . f 0 n
ns0
X= b X , f X , k . . n n
Xk
XUk
0= p f X W k , 0, j q « X s x .  . . S j n 0n 5
j
0 <q E x N G N q 1 exp ya T y t W X X s x . .  . 4 . .f 0 Nq1 Nq1 0
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Letting N ª `, one gets that
`
0W x F E x N G n exp ya T y t .  .  . . f 0 n
ns0
X= b X , f X , k . . n n
Xk
XUk
0? p f X W k , 0, j q « X s x .  . . S j n 0n 5
j
`
0s E x N G n exp ya T y t .  . . f 0 n
ns0
`
k k 0<0= q f X T ds S , f X , j .  . .  .  HS j n n nn
X 0k j
0T qs XUn 0 1
X? exp ya u y T dG u W k , 0, S q « X s x . .  . .H n k k 0 0 50T q0n
` 0T qs UnF E x N G n exp ya u y t dG u D .  .  . . Hf 0 k 0T q0nns0
0qexp ya T y t « X s x . .n 0 5
` y1UF exp ya u y t dG u D q 1 y b « , .  .  . .H k
tq
x s k , t , i , k g K , 12 .  .1
U U  .where D s sup W k, 0, i . Now for k g K , it follows from Theorem 1k , i 2
 .and 11 that
d d d
y W k , t , i s y V# k , t , i q V f , k , t , i .  .  . .
dt dt dt
d
UF T V# k , t , i q V f , k , t , i q « .  . .f dt
s g X t pk f x W U kX , 0, j q « .  .  . . k k i j
Xk j
q q k f x W k , t , j y aW k , t , i .  .  . . i j
j
a.e. t , i g S,
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which can be rewritten by
d
XUk
Xy W k , t F g t p f , t W k , 0 .  .  .  . k k
Xdt k
q « q Qk f , t W k , t y aW k , t a.e. t , .  .  .
 .  . U  .where W k, t is a vector with its ith component being W k, t, i , W k, 0
k .  . k   ..is similar, and p f , t is a matrix with its ij th element being p f k, t, i .i j
  ..  k .For s F t, premultiplying the above formula by exp ya t y s P f , s, t ,
we can get
d
ky exp ya t y s P f , s, t W k , t .  . 4 .  .
dt
F exp ya t y s g X t P f k , s, t pk f , t W U kX , 0 .  .  .  . .  . k k
Xk
qexp ya t y s « , a.e. t , k g K . . . 2
w .Integrating it in t g s, ` , we obtain
`
W k , s F exp ya t y s .  . .H
s
= g X t P f k , s, t pk f , t W U kX , 0 dt .  .  . . k k
Xk
qay1« , s G 0, k g K . 13 .2
 .  .Now for x s k, t, i with k g K , p g P, we have from 9 that2
d
k k ky V# k , t , i G r p , t q q p , t V# k , t , j y aV# k , t , i .  .  .  .  .i i jdt j
q g X t pk p k , t V# kX , 0, j , a.e. t G 0. .  .  . k k i j
Xk j
 .  .It can be proved as 13 that for p g P and x s k, s, i with k g K ,2
`
k kV# x G exp ya t y s P p , s, t r p , t dt .  .  .  . .H
s
`
q exp ya t y s . .H
s
= g X t P p k , s, t pk p k , t V# kX , 0 dt .  .  .  . k k
Xk
G V p , x . 14 .  .
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 . U  .  .Then Q x G Q x G 0 for each x. We define D s sup Q k, t, i .k , t, i
 .  .Then by 12 and 13 ,
Q k , 0, i F bDU q s« , k g K , i g S, .
 y1  .y1 . U U Uwhere s s max a , 1 y b . So, D F bD q s« and thus D F
 .y1  .  .1 y b s« . Again by 12 and 13 , we have
y1UQ k , t , i F D q s« F 2 y b 1 y b s« [ b « , .  .  .  .
 .which implies that D F b « . So
V U k , t , i F V f , k , t , i q b « e, k g K , t G 0, i g S, .  .  . . 1
15 .
V# k , t , i F V f , k , t , i q b « e, k g K , t G 0, i g S, .  .  . . 2
 . U  .  .which results in V# x F V x by 14 and the arbitrariness of « . So
 . U  . U  .   . < 4V# x s V x for k g K . Moreover, V x s sup V f , x f g F .2
 .On the other hand, for x s k, t, i with k g K , it follows from Theo-1
rem 1 that
V U x G V f , x .  .
s r x , f q b x , f x , kX pk f x V f , kX , 0, j .  .  .  . .  .  .  i j
Xk j
`
k k <q q f x exp ya s T ds i , f x , j V f , k , tq s, j .  .  .  . .  .  . Hi j
0j
G TU V U x y b x , f x , kX b « .  .  . .f
Xk
`
k k <y q f x exp ya s T ds i , f x , j b « .  .  .  . .  . Hi j
0j
G TU V U x y 2 q b b « , k g K , i g S, t G 0. .  .  . 1
q  . U  . U U  .  .Letting « ª 0 , it follows from 10 that V x s T V x for x s k, t, i
 . U  . U U  .  .with k g K . By 9 , it is obvious that V x s T V x for x s k, t, i1
U  . U  .with k g K . That is, V is a solution of the equation V x s T V x . It2
is easy to see that V U g V.
Next, suppose that V g V is a solution of V s TV. Then it can be
proved as above that V s V U. This completes the proof.
Now we can prove the optimality equation.
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THEOREM 3. V U is the unique solution of the following optimality equa-
tion
`
k k <V x s sup r x , a q q a exp ya s T ds i , a, j .  .  .  .  . Hi j 0 .agA i j
=V k , t q s, j q b x , a, kX pk a V kX , 0, j , .  .  .  .  i j 5Xk j
x s k , t , i with k g K , 16 .  .1
d
ky V k , t , i s sup r x , a q q a V k , t , j y aV k , t , i .  .  .  .  . i jdt  .agA i j
q g X t pk a V kX , 0, j , .  .  . k k i j 5
Xk j
x s k , t , i with k g K , 17 .  .2
U  .  .Proof. It follows from Theorem 2 that V x is a solution of 16 and
 .17 , and the uniqueness can be proved as in Theorem 2. This completes
the proof.
U  .   . < 4COROLLARY 1. V x s sup V f , x f g F for all x, and for each
 .  . « G 0, if f attains the «-supremum of 16 and 17 such f must exist when
.  .« ) 0 , then f is b « -optimal.
4. MARKOV ENVIRONMENT
In this section, we first assume that the reward function is as follows.
When the system is in state i and action a is taken, the system receives a
k .  . k .reward r i, a in SMDP 2 , or receives the reward rate r i, a ink
 .CTMDP 3 . Moreover, at L y 0, the system receives an instanta-k nq1
k .neous reward R i, a if the inner state at L y 0 is i and the lastnq1
action taken before L is a, J s k. Then it can be obtained by Remarknq1 n
1 that
Rk i , a .
Xk kr t , i , a s r i , a q b k , t , i , a, k , k g K .  .  . . 1
X1 y G t .k k
g t .kk k kr t , i , a s r i , a q R i , a , k g K . .  .  . 21 y G t .k
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Suppose throughout this section that there is a transition rate family
 .X XT s T , which is conservative and bounded, such thatk k k , k g K
G X t s c X G t , G t s 1 y exp yT t , .  .  .  .k k k k k k k
c X s 1 y d X T XrT , T s yT . 18 .  .k k k k k k k k k k
 .So, the environment is Markov. It can be proved easily that for x s k, t, i
 .and a g A i ,
kr x , a s G t r t , i , a s r k , i , a exp yT t , 19 .  .  .  .  .  .k k
b x , a, kX s c X j k i , a exp yT t , k g K , 20 .  .  .  .k k k 1
where
`Tkk k k <j i , a s q a 1 y exp y T q a s T ds i , a, j , .  .  .  . . Hi j kT q a 0k j
k g K ,1
r k i , a q j k i , a Rk i , a , k g K , .  .  . 1r k , i , a s . k k r i , a q T R i , a , k g K . .  .k 2
X   k .. <  . k . 4We define V s x s x t exp T t x t g V for each k .k k
 .  . U  .THEOREM 4. For the Marko¨ en¨ironment 18 , exp T t V k, t, i isk
U  . U  .independent on t, denoted by V k, i , which equals V k, 0, i ; moreo¨er,
 U  .4 XV k, i is the unique solution in V of the equations
V k , i s sup r k , i , a q q k a .  .  . i j
 .agA i j
`
k <= exp y T q a s T ds i , a, j V k , j .  . . .H k
0
q c X j k i , a pk a V kX , j , .  .  . k k i j 5Xk j
k g K , i g S 21 .1
T q a V k , i s sup r k , i , a q q k a V k , j .  .  .  .  .k i j
 .agA i j
q c XT pk a V kX , j , .  . k k k i j 5
Xk j
k g K , i g S. 22 .2
 k .  .  .Moreo¨er, for « G 0, if f s f attains the «-supremum in 21 and 22 ,
 .then f is b « -optimal.
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 .  .  .  .Proof. Substituting 19 and 20 into 16 and 17 , we obtain from
  . U  .4 XTheorem 3 that exp T t V k, t, i is a solution in V of the equationsk
V k , t , i s sup r k , i , a q q k a .  .  . i j
 .agA i j
`
k <= exp y T q a s T ds i , a, j V k , t q s, j .  . . .H k
0
q c X j k i , a pk a V kX , 0, j , .  .  . k k i j 5Xk j
k g K , t G 0, i g S,1
d
ky V k , t , i s sup r k , i , a q q a V k , t , j y aV k , t , i .  .  .  .  . i jdt  .agA i j
q c XT pk a V kX , 0, j , .  . k k k i j 5
Xk j
k g K , t G 0, i g S.2
   .. U  .4It is easy to see that for each t G 0, exp T t q t V k, t q t , i g V0 k 0 0
is also a solution of the above equations. By uniqueness, we know that
  . U  .4exp T t V k, t, i is independent on t. The remainder is apparent. Thisk
completes the proof.
The mixed MDP in the Markov environment discussed above can be
transformed into an equivalent DTMDP,
SX , A k , i , rX k , i , a , qX a , V , 23 .  .  .  . . 4k , i. , k , j. b
X  . 4 X .  . X .  .where S s k, i : k g K, i g S ; A k, i s A i ; r k, i, a s r k, i, a for
X .  .  k . .k g K , and r k, i, a s r k, i, a r T q l i q a for k g K ; and1 k 2
`¡ y1 k k <b q a exp y T q a s T ds i , a, j , .  .  . .Hi j k
0
XX ~ k s k g KX 1q a s .k , i. k , j.
y1 k k k
Xb T j i , a p a rT , .  .k k i j
X¢ k / k g K1
y1 k k k¡b q a q l i d r T q l i q a , .  .  . .i j i j k
Xk s k g K2X ~q a s .k , i. k , j. y1 k k
Xb T p a r T q l i q a , .  . .k k i j k
X¢ k / k g K .2
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V is the usual discounted objective function with discount factor b. It isb
X  .X Xobvious that q is nonnegative and   q a F 1 for all k, i. So,k j k , i. k , j.
 .23 is a DTMDP.
 .  .THEOREM 5. The mixed MDP 1 in the Marko¨ en¨ironment 18 is
 .equi¨ alent to the DTMDP 23 in the following way: both of their optimality
 .  .equations are 21 and 22 .
Proof. By the standard results for MDP one knows that the optimal
U  .   ..value function V k, i s sup V p , k, i is the unique bounded solutionb p b
of
V k , i s sup r k , i , a q b qX X a V kX , j , k , i . .  .  .  .  k , i. k , j. 5
X .agA i k j
By substituting rX and qX into the above equation one can known that it is
 .  .exactly 21 and 22 . This completes the proof.
By the above theorem, we can generalize directly most of the results in
DTMDP into the mixed MDP in a Markov environment, e.g., the varied
algorithms to find an «-optimal stationary policy.
 .  .In order to deal with the general case of 16 and 17 , one can
 .Xapproximate G t by a phase type distribution function, as discussed ink k
w x  .  .Hu 6 , or one can discretize 16 and 17 .
5. AN EXAMPLE
The example discussed here is about optimal control of a queueing
system MrMr1 in a semi-Markov environment. It is described as follows.
 .  .1 The environment process is as that in model 1 .
 .2 When the environment state is k g K, the customers arrive at
the system according to a Poisson process with rate l , and there is onlyk
one customer at each arrival.
 .3 For the server, when the environment state is k g K , the server1
 .cannot serve the customer e.g., is breakdown . In this time, each arriving
customer can be rejected or accepted by the system. When the environ-
ment state is k g K , the server serves a customer exponentially with2
w .parameter m which can be chosen from a countable set A ; 0, ` at any
time.
 .4 We say that the system is in state i iff there are i customers in
the system. Suppose that the system is in state i.
k .For k g K , there is a holding cost rate h i , and an instantaneous cost1
dk occurs when rejecting an arriving customer.
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k .For k g K , there is a cost rate c i, m if m is chosen. We assume that2
k . k .c 0, m s c 0 .
k .In addition, there is an instantaneous cost R i received at L y 0n
when the environment state is changing at L for some n G 0 and i is then
inner state at L y 0.n
 .5 It is assumed that all random variables are mutually indepen-
dent.
A special case of the above model is that the server may be breakdown
 4  4and can be repaired, so K s k , k and K s k represents the server1 2 1 1
 4is breakdown, K s k represents the server is in service.2 2
 .  4The problem can be modeled by 1 with the state space S s 0, 1, 2, . . . .
 .   .  .4For k g K , A i s c accepted , r rejected and1 k
q k c s d , q k r s d , .  .i j j , iq1 i j j , i
k <T t i , a, j s 1 y exp yl t , a g A i , .  . . k k
`y1kr t , i , c s 1 y G t l exp yl s ds .  .  .Hk k k
0
s
k= 1 y G t q s exp ya ¨ d¨ h i q 1 .  .  .Hk
0
tqs uyt kq dG u exp ya ¨ d¨ h i q 1 .  .  .H Hk
tq 0
kqexp ya u y t R i q 1 .  . . 5
`y1kr t , i , r s 1 y G t l exp yl s ds .  .  .Hk k k
0
s
k= 1 y G t d q 1 y G t q s exp ya ¨ d¨ h i .  .  .  .Hk k k
0
tqs uyt kq dG u exp ya ¨ d¨ h i .  .  .H Hk
tq 0
kqexp ya u y t R i .  . . 5
pk a s d , a g A i . .  .i j i j k
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 . w .For k g K , A i s A ; 0, ` and2 k
m , j s i y 1, i G 1¡
k ~y l q m , j s i , i G 1 .q u s . ki j ¢l , j s i q 1, i G 1,k
yl , j s 0kkq l s .0 j  l , j s 1k
k k k kr t , i , m s c i , m q R i g t r 1 y G t , p m s d . .  .  .  .  .  .k k i j i j
 .  .Substituting the above formulae into 16 and 17 results in the optimality
equation for the optimal control problem of MrMr1 in a semi-Markov
environment. But the algorithms for finding an optimal policy should be
further studied.
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